2022 Colorado Rifle Club F Class / Highpower Long Range Pair Fire Club Championship Bulletin
F-Class, Palma Rifle and Any Rifle
Time & Date: 23 April, 28 May, 25 June, 23 July 2022. Registration at 8:00 A.M. and ends at 8:30am,
first relay to fire at 9:00 A.M.

None of these matches will be NRA appoved matches.

All matches will be accumulative for the club champion in each divison at the end of the July 23rd match.
The club championship consists of the April, May, June and July matches.
The State Championship August 27-28th will be separate from the club championship.
Location: Colorado Rifle Club, 76099 East 96th Ave. Byers, CO 80103. The Range is located about 8
miles east of Byers on US HWY 36, then about 9 miles North on the Leader Road (52N), then one mile
west on 96th Ave to the Range gate, then one mile North to the Ranges. See www.crci.org click on
“Facilities” tab for map.
Entries: Submit entries or RSVP via e-mail only to Matt Peetz mdpeetz.fclass@outlook.com
Entries are accepted until squadding is complete on the day of the match. Advance entries are
appreciated.
Match Fees: $25.00
Make checks payable to: COLORADO RIFLE CLUB, INC.
Rules: Current NRA High-Power Rifle Rules will apply, see:
http://competitions.nra.org/documents/pdf/compete/RuleBooks/HPR/hpr-book.pdf
Ammunition must be appropriate for rifle used (see “Categories” below). Tracer/Incendiary Ammunition
is not allowed.
Match director has final say so.
Classifications: NRA classifications will be used. There will be awards for each class and category.
Unclassified competitors will compete as Masters, unless there are 5 or more Unclassified competitors.
Categories: There will be four categories for these matches (subject to the limitations above):
1) Palma Rifle (NRA High Power Rifle Rule 3.3.1)
2) F-Class Open Rifle [NRA High Power Rifle Rule 3.4(a)]
3) F-Class Target Rifle [NRA High Power Rifle Rule 3.4(b)].
4) Any Rifle (NRA High Power Rifle Rule 3.2)
Course of Fire for all dates:
3X20 at 1000 yards. 60 rounds for record
Pair fire. 2 shooters to a mound
Shooter 1 is on the right and shooter 2 is on the left on the shooting position
Once Prep is called, you will have 4 minutes to bring all of your equipment including rifle to the line to
get set up.
Shooters first relay will have a 2-minute blow off period for both shooters. After the 2 minutes is up.
Cease fire will be called and commands will be given for firing.
In match 1, You will have 2 mandatory sighters alternating between shooters with shooter 1 starting.
Once shooter two is done with final sighter, shooters will begin 20 shots for record alternating between
shots between shooters,
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You have 45 seconds to get your shot off. Your shot is scored, Then next shooter shoots. If you fail to fire
in your allotted 45 seconds, it will be recorded as a miss and the 45 seconds will start for the next shooter.
For Match 2 and 3, you will only have the 4 minute prep period, Time will be called when ended and
commands will be given for matches 2 and 3.
In matches 2 and 3, it will be 2 convertible sighters and 20 for record. If you want to convert your first
sighter, you MUST take your second sighter also. If you only want to convert your second sighter, you do
not have to take your first sighter. You do not have to convert any sighters if you don’t want to.
After sighters, record shots begin alternating between each shooter. The score must be called out and
acknowledged by the shooter before the next shooter fires. There still is a 45 second time limit to get the
shot off once score is acknowledged
The RO has final say so.
CHALLENGING A SHOT OR SCORE
If there is a challenge to a shot, there is a mandatory on the spot charge of $5. This does not include a
rescore. If shooter does not have the $5, there will not be a challenge and the score will stand and
shooting will resume.
Award Schedule: TBD yet. Individual matches could be cash award, a challenge coin or a plaque.
Club championship will be cash award and a trophy of some type. It will be figured out before first match.
Detail Duties: Competitors will score and operate targets with the Colorado Rifle Club members
performing match duties as assigned. Failure to serve your assigned detail (firing, scoring, and target
duties) may result in disqualification for that match.
Targets: Long Range and Palma: at 1000 yds. F-Class: LRFC at 1000 yds.
Match Cancellation: Competitors should check the CRC website (crci.org) for any cancellation
notices prior to traveling to the range.

